VISTA 2020
A Roadmap for a Vista Renaissance
ABOUT TODAY'S PRESENTATION

A better vista roadmap is coming: VISTA 2020

The Vista Hardhats Council: top vista experts in the world only

Meeting this summer. Will present our roadmap to va cio Roger Baker by autumn.

Today’s presentation is a preview.
KIDS VERSION 2

Goal: *for cheaper maintenance, invest in infrastructure.*

1. Improving software distribution: vista forum systems for ihs and nonfederal adopters

2. Remote management: dashboard application incl. version and patch reports and an error monitor

3. Cheaper & faster patching: Intelligent auto-patcher

4. Safer distributed development and support for class-three development: true version control for vista
VISTA-OFFICE EHR VERSION 2

Goal: *make installing & configuring VISTA cheaper & faster*

1. Return to voe plans and finish creating pre-configured vista distributions

2. Create site dashboard to make vista change its settings to match the adopter’s scale and needs

3. Extend current generation of configuration tools much deeper into the setup process

4. Publicly document the whole process
VA & IHS VERSION 2

Goal: ensure federal VISTA adopters are not left behind.

1. Leverage: va will invest in a highly efficient gateway for bringing outside innovations into va vista.

2. Openness: va will eliminate its moribund foia process and instead share its patches and releases directly with ihs and outside vista adopters.

3. Organization: nonfederal vista developers will coordinate to open up their development streams to make their work easier & safer for federal adopters.
CORE RECOMMENDATIONS

Come Together: *a shared core VISTA code base & license*

Decentralize & Concentrate: *invest in class-three code*

Confederation: *put users back in charge of priorities*

Teach Your Children Well: *invest in the next generation*

Refactoring Not Replacement: *abandon efforts to replace MUMPS – it will consume your entire budget & fail*

Get the Band Back Together: *re-form class-one development teams for the core packages & turn them loose*
THE VISTA RENAISSANCE

The vista renaissance has already begun.
The challenge of vista
The opportunity of vista
The creative tension as an ecosystem engine
The era of centralized control of vista has ended.
Vista’s best is yet to come.
Watch for VISTA 2020 at the beginning of autumn.
Thank You
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